**Comfort Zone 4x4 Blind**

**Blind Assembly Directions**

1. Connect two walls at the corners. Inserts should be under the holes of the second wall to attach bolts and washers.
2. Insert a bolt (¼-20 x 1”) and washer into each hole. Hand tighten only.
3. Attach the third wall piece the same as Step 2.
4. Insert 4x4 wood floor.
5. Use self-tapping screws to connect the floor to the blind.
6. Attach door wall on one corner the same as the three walls. (Repeat Step 2)
7. To close the final corner, lift wood floor slightly. Pull the door wall and last wall corner together under the wood floor. Insert 1” bolts as before.
8. Mount roof panel with the arch end facing the door. Start at one corner and work your way around the blind until you insert all 16 1” bolts and washers hand tight.
9. Set clutch on drill to keep from over tightening. Snug all bolts down to complete.

**Door Handle Installation**

1. Position handle to clear bolt holes. Insert bolts through handle and pre-drilled holes in door. Bolts attach directly to door handle.
2. (From inside blind with door closed) Loosen setscrew on inside door handle, using 3mm Allen wrench, and slide onto handle shaft (parallel to black T-Handle). Tighten set screw. Handle is now installed.

***Recommendation: We recommend that all Bump-On’s be installed while material is at or above 60°F to achieve best results. If they come off, reattach with super glue ***